
CONFORMAL COLLlNEATIONS IN RECURRENT SPACES. 
‘ 、 、

By Younki Chae. 

~1. Conformal Collineation. 

Let M be a Riemannian space with metric tensor .gj/, ahd the Christoj앉el 

symbols r파. Then M is caned a recurrent space, if its curvature tensor 

B;kl =r;*, 1-r;1, k + I값Ijll -- I?lrLk 

satisfies the relations 

(1.1) B파:m=B~R/Km ， 

where a comma denotes the ordinary differentiation and a semi-colon denotes 

covariant differentiation with respect to the J까. 

An infinitesimal transformation vk is called a conformal collineation if it 

satisfies the equations 

(1.2) ß다k=ui ;j;k+ν/~k/=δFk+야gi-g댐’， 

where ß denotes the Lie differentiation with respect to vk and Uk is a vector 

field. Here we can easily see that the vector Ui is the gradient vector field of 
a scalar function (J. This conformal collineation is a generalization of a confor

mal transformation and it becomes an conformal transforìnatioh if M ìs 
irreducible. [1] 

Substituting (1.2) into the well known formulae [2] 

(1.3) ßB파=(￡r;k ßr’ , j/}:k, 
‘ 

we obtain the equations 

• (1.4) ￡B;kI =νaB;k1;a -u’ :a향/+ψa:ìB~k/ + νa;k B;a1 +Z/a’kBjka 

=δ&σi:~-δ;gj;k+gjlgi :k-gikg1 ;I· 

If recurrent space M admits a conformal collineation 

(1.5) Xi=Xi + νi(x)dt， v‘ :j=Þ(x)진 , 

we have following equations by means of (1. 1) and (1.4) 

(1.6) (νaKa +2Þ)B써 =따gi;I-찍σJ:k+ g i/O"‘ :,. -gjkO"’ : '. 

• 
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And contracting (1, 6) 

have 

(B~O) ， 
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B P 
(1, 7) 

Hence the conformal collineation. (1. 5) takes the forms 

δ; ga;a-융%a B U’ ·j= 강i=Xi+Vi(X)dt， (1, 8) 

into the equations SUQ,stituting the later of (1 , 8) 
‘ 

;ßF늄 =νl;i;k+B늄ava ， (1, 9) 

we have 

(J
a 

:a: 1I 
n-1 D _0 h-1 
B2 υ :kU ;a- -

B Bjka νa =δkσj-gjk(J‘ -(1 , 10) 

-융Va;kKa-웅νaKa;k- (Jk)이， 
into the Bianchi’s identities and substituting (1, 1) 

Bjkl;m + Bj'm;k + Bjmk;I=O, 

we 'get 

we have 

BjklKm + BJlmKk + Bjm,;K, =0, 

Multiplyjng these identities by ν" and ,summing for 1, 

BjmkvaKa= -BjkaVaKm + BjmavaKk’ 

and subsituting (1 , 10) into the right hand side of (1 , 11) 

B;nlkZlaKa = (δ%KK -δi따m)띄 -
we have 

(1 , 11) 

gjmKk-gjkK m)σ’ (1 , 12) 

(Ja 
;a;mKk -(Ja;a;kK m)익 

n-1 
B BmK，~-BkKm )(Ja;a껴+ 

n-1 
-갱F 

δ; (J mKk- (JkKm K진:mKk-Ka;~m 쉰+ 
Substituting (1, 12) into the equations 

+윷νa 

BjmkV" Ka +B나1νaKa+B1jm νaKa=O， 

we have and contracting with respect to ì and j , 

(Ja;~ ;mK k - (J
a

‘
a;kKm 

ga a+f듬L BkKm • B
’ .. 

Kk 
n-1 
「동

2--

=0. 나 K m(Jk-Kk (Jm 
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where n>2. 
Substituting above equations into 0.12) , we have 

(1.l3) B;싫aKa=여니KK-야Km)(Jj-(윈mKk- 윈/"(십(JI 

+2(gmkk -UKKm)δ; 

Contracting (1.13) with respect to i and k and multiplyi,ng it by gjm, , we obtain 

BvaKa=2 (1 -n)Ka(Ja ’ 

and hence, we ha ve by means of (1. 7) 

p= l-:.n( (Ja._-K_(Ja =-격) \ u- :a-11a =필쓰(B(Ja:a-Ba(Ja ). 

Making use of 

(1.14) 

(1.1) , above equations can be written in the form 

p= (1- n)((JajB) :a, 
and hence we have the following: 

THEOREM 1. When a recμγrent space M (Dim. of M>2) with nonczero $Calar 
cμrναtnre admits α% 쩌lùzz'tesz'mal con[orηzal collz"neation 01 the form (1.5) , t't 

necessaγ:y and sμl[z'âent condt'tion that the vector vi(x) spaηs a contrafiøld In 
M iS((JajB):a=O. 

92, Two recurrent spaces in projective correspondence. 

Let M bea recurrent 맹ace with connection r싸， 따 M and M are iJi projet

tíve correspondence, the connections are related by 

(2.1) r파 =T}k+δ;ψk+ δ&ψj 

For an arbitrary tensor Aij, we have 

A끼z=Aη:1+2A'I<pZ + δ;￠qAaJ +δf￠aAla. 

and for an arbitrary tensqr Aij , we ha ve 
( ‘ , . A" ,; =A .. , -2A. ,<p, -A， ψi - A,,<p", 

IJII IJ:t 11 ‘ IJ ’ \1" 1 

whére the solidus (1) denotes the cov때때a없r때.ji 

g양ene밍ra떠1， we have the fo야rmu삐u띠ùa없 e 

(2.2) T짧; ;;ll=T짧: 지:1 + φ-q)T짧 .-.; 

~ ", +야ψmT$$;; ;;;; + ------- +δψmT껍-:;;;-? 
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Using of above formulae (2.2) , 

(2.3) υ 」 ui li|*=ui ;j;k+uiψj;k+ δ$φrjV만1+δ}~ψa VO 

we have 

+야(ψOV O )ψi-ui ψj rpk 

we have . - Making use of (2.1), 

• E;kI=B늄!+δ때j;!-씩ψj;k+ ψi(aiψk一δW l (2.4) 

and (2.4) into the equations Substituting (2.3) 

￡T싸=ui;i;k+B;klUI , 

we have and remaking ψa is a gradient vector, 

’ 
; k. ψatla .ßr~k=ßr늄+δ;(ψa U a) ，k+야 (2.5) 

Hence we have the following: 

corresþQndeηce. 

sþace another 

r 

THEOREM 2. If two Riemannian spaces are in projective 
then an affine motioη of a space is a projective motion ot 

MultiplYing gim to th~ equations (1.2) , we have 

Vm;j;k+Bmjk! v1=gjm(Jk十 gkm(J j- g jk(J m" 

equatlons, above m and j ηz ~:. Adding the equalions obtaioned by changing 

we have 
1 i 

(Jk= n ν- ;i;*· (2.6) 

admits the forms (1.2) If the conformal collineation 

U‘ ;i=δ;. 강I::-:Xl+ ν’ (x)dt, (2.7) 

conformal collineation. in 
(2.1) ís characterized þy 

vanish~ 
a 
·m 

then, by means of the equations (2.6) , 
If the infinitesimal transformation (2.7) is also 

M , by equations (1. 6) and (2.4), the function ψ 
the Îollowing equations: 

(Jk 

(2.7) Ilaη zOnfinitesimal conformal collinea tt"on ot the form 

φ =ψ.φ. 
j;! 'j'! 

Hence we have the following: 

THEOREM 3. 

(2.8) 
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is also a conformal collz'neatz"on z.n M , the /íμnzïz"on ψ defz"n쩌g the projectt"ve 

COr1’espondence between M and M satisfies the eqκation (2.8). 
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